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Abstract: The article studies the influence of internal and external factors on the process of corrosion-mechanical 
fracture. It is shown that depending on the conditions of hydrogen charging (temperature and chemical composition 
of the corrosive medium, type of polarization), the mechanical properties of low-alloy steels change dramatically 
during the initial period of the experiment. With further increase in the holding time in a corrosive medium without 
polarization, there is no significant change in mechanical properties. It was found that an increase in the level of applied 
tensile stresses leads to a reduction in the incubation period of microcracks during hydrogen cracking. It was found 
that the sensitivity of low alloy steels to cracking is largely determined by the relaxation ability of the structure-the 
relaxation of residual peak micro-stresses localized at the grain boundaries and substructure boundaries reduces the 
sensitivity to corrosion-mechanical fracture. 

Keywords: long-term strength, tensile stresses, cathodic polarization, corrosive medium, temperature dependences of 
internal friction

1. Introduction
Corrosion-mechanical fracture is a process of discontinuity of the material, manifested in the simultaneous action 

of corrosive medium and mechanical stress (applied or residual), and is one of the most common types of brittle fracture 
of high-strength low-alloy steel in chemical, gas and oil, metallurgical, engineering and other industries [1-4].

A special role in the process of corrosion-mechanical fracture of metal and reinforced concrete structures is played 
by hydrogen interacting with various microdefects of the metal crystal lattice.

The urgency of the issue of stress-corrosion fracture of high-strength low-alloy steels used in the chemical and oil- 
refining industries, as well as in the reinforcement of reinforced concrete structures caused by the influence of hydrogen- 
containing media has increased dramatically in recent decades due to the discovery of abnormal effects of hydrogen on 
the complex properties of metal materials (abnormal plastic auto-fracture of iron, structural-phase transformations, the 
effect of reversible loss of shape in amorphous metal alloys, and many others) [3, 4]. A significant number of hydrogen 
sources (corrosion in aqueous solutions, hydrogen absorption during welding operations, application of technological 
protective coatings or cathodic protection of underground pipelines, etc) causes significant difficulties in describing 
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the processes of hydrogen destruction of metal materials, such as hydrogen cracking of high-strength low-alloy steels, 
stress corrosion cracking of stainless steels, cracking of nuclear reactor pipes made of zirconium alloys, hydrogen 
embrittlement of titanium alloys by forming a hydride, degradation of GaAs monolithic microwave integrated circuits 
on satellites, etc.

The increased interest in the problem of corrosion-mechanical fracture of metal materials under the action of 
hydrogen in recent years contributes to understanding the basic laws of the process, but a number of important problems 
such as the variety of approaches to understanding the micromechanism of cracking using hydrogen, the lack of 
complex methods that allow taking into account the set of factors that determine the dominant mechanism of destruction 
during flooding, the lack of a unified database of tests and standardized recommendations for protecting metal structures 
from flooding at the stages of manufacture, installation and operation remain unresolved.

The greatest tendency to corrosion-mechanical fracture of high-strength low-alloy steels is observed in conditions 
of long-term static loading at temperatures close to room temperature and is determined by the following main 
factors [5-11]: the structural state and chemical composition of steel, the level of residual local micro-stresses, the 
aggressiveness of the corrosive medium, etc. Taking into account these factors is an actual scientific problem related 
to the variety of approaches to the study of the process of corrosion-mechanical fracture and a small number of 
standardized methods of corrosion-mechanical tests.

In this regard, there is a need for certification of high-strength low-alloy steels (after manufacture and during the 
entire period of operation), due to the variability of their properties and specific operating conditions, which are not 
sufficiently taken into account by manufacturers.

The purpose is to study the effect of the type and temperature of the aggressive medium, the sample holding time, 
and the level of internal local micro-stresses on the kinetics of the process of corrosion-mechanical fracture of low-alloy 
steels.

2. Research materials and methods
The influence of internal (level of local micro-stresses) and external (temperature and chemical composition of the 

aggressive medium, holding time, polarization conditions) factors on the process of corrosion-mechanical fracture of 
low-alloy steels was studied on full-scale samples of steels 20ГС2 (20GS2), 35ГС (35GS), 80С (80C) smooth-rolled 
and periodic profiles Ø12 and 14 mm and l = 300...400 mm in the delivery state (Figure 1). The chemical composition 
of low-alloy steels under study is shown in Table 1. The test setup diagram is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Chemical composition and type of treatment of the steels under study
in accordance with the standards GOST 5781-82 and GOST 10884-94

no. p/p Steel grade, D, mm Type of treatment Content of elements, %

C Mn Si Ti S P

One 20ГС2 (20GS2), Ø14
High-temperature
thermomechanical 

treatment
0.19 1.13 2.17 - 0.040 0.016

Two 35ГС (35GS), Ø14 Electrothermal
hardening 0.34 1.40 0.80 0.02 0.030 0.030

Three 80С (80C), Ø12 Hot rolled 0.82 0.74 0.83 0.03 0.016 0.030
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Full-scale samples for testing for long-term strength in an aggressive medium: (a) smooth-rolled; (b) periodic profile

Figure 2. Cell diagram of the installation for long-term strength tests: 1. reducer with an electric motor; 2. coupling; 3. support frame;
4. support plate; 5. nut; 6. lower plate of the power frame; 7. thrust screw; 8. stopper; 9. clamp; 10. rack of the power frame; 11. working vessel;

12. sample; 13. grip; 14. upper plate of the power frame; 15. pull of the upper grip; 16. lever; 17. cargo prisms; 18. scale; 19. loads; 20. stand

The length of the working part of the sample, which was in a special corrosion chamber in contact with an 
aggressive medium, was 80...100 mm. The resistance of steel to corrosion-mechanical fracture was estimated by the 
time before failure according to the results of tests of 4...6 samples for each point. Graphical dependencies were plotted 
in the coordinates of the applied stress-time to failure (σЭ-τР). The material was considered resistant to cracking in 
hydrogen-containing media under the following conditions [12-16]:

1. for hydrogen cracking-failure does not occur after 200 hours of testing with static tensile stresses of at least 75 % 
of the critical breaking stress;

2. for stress corrosion cracking-failure does not occur after 100 hours of testing with static tensile stresses of at 
least 75% of the critical breaking stress.

Usually, increasing the concentration of acidic media increases the tendency of steel to brittle fracture [17-
20]. Water solutions of hydrochloric, sulfuric, and other acids with various additives (flood stimulators), as well as 
solutions containing hydrogen sulfide are used mainly as flood-reducing media [17-20]. To determine the effect of the 
concentration of electrolyte solutions on the sensitivity of steel to corrosion fracture, samples made of 80С (80C) steel 
were tested in aqueous solutions of H2SO4 and HCl of different concentrations at the same level of tensile stresses σЭ = 0.6 
σB MPa.

In accordance with a certain pre-fracture time characterizing each stress level, full-scale samples made of steel 
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20ГС2 (20GS2) were subjected to a complex and separate influence of various factors in special corrosion chambers-
corrosion medium, tensile stresses, cathodic polarization from an external current source at different holding times up to 
the pre-fracture [17-19].

Also, in the process of holding steel 20ГС2 (20GS2) in a corrosive medium (in the study of the process of stress 
corrosion cracking), the temperature of the medium was changed. Then the samples were removed from the installation, 
washed, dried and cut out samples l = 200 mm to determine the temperature dependence of internal friction. The time 
between sample preparation and internal friction measurement did not exceed 1 hour.

Measurements of temperature dependences of internal friction were carried out at different temperatures 
(20...500°C) at f ~ 103 с–1 according to the resonance technique [21] on full-scale samples of steel 20ГС2 (20GS2), 
which were cut from rolled steel after aging in a corrosive medium. We also measured the value of the low-temperature 
background of internal friction ~150°C, which is associated with the presence of submicropoints in the material. The 
value of the elastic modulus was determined by the resonant frequency.

The influence of tensile stresses and aggressive medium that causes hydrogen charging on the origin and 
development of brittle fracture at various stages of testing of 20ГС2 (20GS2) steel was judged by mechanical 
properties, local and average residual stresses, and the content of hydrogen in the steel. Measurement of residual 
stresses was carried out by means of X-ray survey of samples on the URS-50IM diffractometer in CoKα radiation with 
automatic recording of lines (110) and (220). Micro-stresses were determined by approximation, and macro-stresses 
were determined by two surveys. Studies were performed on full-scale samples that were previously maintained under 
voltage in air and in a medium with cathodic polarization for various periods of time. X-ray images taken from the 
samples allowed tracing the change of stresses of the first kind on the surface after different exposure at the same level 
of stress (0.5 σB) of non-hydrogen-charged and electrolytically hydrogen-charged samples up to fracture.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Influence of composition and temperature of H2SO4 and HCl aqueous solutions

The type of medium and its concentration affect the long-term strength of low-alloy steels. The study results 
of the effect of the concentration of H2SO4 and HCl aqueous solutions on the sensitivity of 80С (80C) steel to 
corrosion cracking at the same level of tensile stresses σЭ = 0.6 σB MPa are shown in Figure 1. With an increase in the 
concentration from 2 to 10%, there is a gradual reduction in the time to failure, and then a slight increase in resistance, 
which is probably due to changes in this range of concentrations of the rates of hydrogen charging and corrosion of 
the stressed sample. With a further increase in the concentration, a decrease in resistance is observed, and in H2SO4 
solutions, an increase in the concentration of more than 45% increases the resistance. Figure 3 shows that steel 80С 
(80C) exhibits lower resistance in HCl solutions compared to H2SO4 solutions, which can be explained by the specific 
influence of chlorine anions.

Figure 3. Dependence of time to failure of 80С (80C) steel samples on the concentration (C, %) of aqueous acid solutions: (1) HCl; (2) H2SO4 
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Figure 4 shows the study results of the effect of the concentration of H2SO4 solution on the corrosion process rate 
of the periodic profile Ø10 mm of steel 35ГС (35GS). Weight losses of various concentrations were determined after 
200 hours of testing. It can be seen that raising the concentration up to 16% H2SO4 increases the rate of corrosion; 
raising the level of tensile stresses also accelerates the process under consideration.

Figure 4. Effect of H2SO4 solution concentration on weight loss of steel 35ГС (35GS)
(at 200 hours test base) at stresses (σЭ, MPa): (1) 0.7 σВ; (2) 0.5 σВ

To clarify the prevailing factor that is responsible for the process of brittle destruction, the method of 
electrochemical polarization was used. Figure 5. presents the full curve of resistance of low-alloy steel 80С (80C) at 
anodic and cathodic polarization. The resistance of 80С (80C) at a voltage of 600 MPa varies along a domed curve 
depending on the current density of the cathodic polarization. Thus, with a small increase in the cathode current density, 
there is a sharp increase in the resistance of low-alloy steel under study, followed by a sharp decrease in it. A sharp 
increase in the resistance at low cathodic current densities shows that in this corrosive solution, along with hydrogen 
depolarization, anodic processes are actively occurring, which are suppressed during cathodic polarization. When the 
cathode current density DК = 60 A/m2, there is a decrease in the resistance drop, and when the current density is greater 
than 300 A/m2, the resistance does not change much.

Anodic polarization prevents the adsorption of hydrogen on the sample surface, and also smoothens the potential 
difference caused by stress concentrators, which leads to an increase in resistance. With the subsequent increase in the 
anode current density, the electrochemical dissolution of the sample is accelerated, which leads to the formation of 
microcracks and the corrosion cracking under stress. At current densities exceeding 300 A/m2, the time to failure was 
virtually unchanged due to the limited ability of the metal surface to absorb hydrogen, as well as due to the formation of 
a solid jacket of hydrogen bubbles around the cathode that prevented the medium from contacting the sample.

Figure 5. The effect of anodic and cathodic polarization on the brittle fracture of 80С (80C) steel at σЭ = 600 MPa 
in an aqueous solution of 4.5% H2SO4 + 2.5% NH4CNS; point A corresponds to the stability of samples without polarization
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The results of the study on the effect of changing the temperature of the experiment from 25°C to 100°C on the 
long-term strength of 20ГС2 (20GS2) steel when tested in the accepted experimental corrosion medium are shown 
in Figure 6. When the level of tensile stresses increases, there is a sharp decrease in the resistance at both room and 
elevated temperatures. Moreover, when the value of tensile stresses decreases to less than 600 MPa, the intersection of 
these curves is observed and the value of resistance in the medium at a temperature of 100°C is slightly higher. This is 
probably caused by a more intense relaxation of local micro-stresses occurring at 100°C than at room temperature and a 
change in the degree of saturation of the metal with hydrogen. The sharp decrease in the sensitivity of 20ГС2 (20GS2) 
to hydrogen cracking during 2 hours and a temperature of 20°C can be explained by the fact that at the time of the 
sample’s pre-destruction, there is an intense growth of microfractures and their subsequent merging into a main macro-
fracture, resulting in an avalanche-like destruction of a clear opening of a sample.

Additional tests of low-alloy steel 20ГС2 (20GS2) Ø10 mm after high-temperature thermomechanical treatment 
with the structure of bainite showed that as the conditions of the experiment are tightened, there is a decrease in the 
long-term strength, and with a decrease in the level of tensile stresses, the resistance of the studied steel in the accepted 
corrosion solutions increases.

Analyzing the results obtained, it can be found that when the holding time changes in a corrosive medium, there 
is a slight change in the strength limit and, to a greater extent, in the yield strength. This can be explained by the 
course of adsorption phenomena, electrochemical and diffusion processes, which can lead to both hardening and minor 
plasticization of the sample surface. There is a consistent alternation of hardening and softening processes, which can be 
caused by local micro-riveting and relaxation of residual stresses. The moment of the greatest softening corresponds to a 
slight plasticization of the sample, which is reflected in its elongation. Despite the difference in the impact of the media 
used, the same processes are observed mainly due to a slight change in mechanical properties, probably caused by the 
creation of additional local micro-stresses in the surface layer and the violation of the continuity of the metal. Increasing 
the temperature of the experiment accelerates these processes.

Figure 6. Effect of the experiment temperature on the long-term strength of the steel 20ГС2 (20GS2) in an aqueous solution 
of 4.5% H2SO4 + 2.5% NH4CNS (DК = 60 A/m2): 1 is long-term strength at 25°C; 2 is long-term strength at 100°C

Figure 7. Influence of the duration of exposure on the change of mechanical properties of steel samples 20ГС2 (20GS2) 
at exposure in aqueous solution 4.5% H2SO4 + 2.5% NH4CNS with cathodic polarization (DК = 60 A/m2) at room temperature
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To clarify the physical nature of mechanical properties change, the samples were additionally subjected to cathodic 
polarization in an aqueous solution of 4.5% H2SO4 + 2.5% NH4CNS at a current density DК = 60 A/m2 (Figure 7).

The change in mechanical properties (σB, σ0.2) in the initial time period (up to 0.5 hours) is insignificant, which is 
explained by the suppression of electrochemical processes on the sample surface due to cathodic polarization. At the 
same time, a sharp change in the relative elongation of the sample δ5, in the initial time period (up to 0.5 hours) can 
be explained as follows: due to the interaction of diffusion-mobile hydrogen with dislocation clusters, the latter are 
blocked, which causes the material to harden, resulting in a decrease in the plasticity characteristics. The increase in 
plasticity characteristics during the duration of electrolytic hydrogen charging within 0.5-1 hour can be explained by the 
opening of microcracks, which results in the relaxation of peak micro-stresses and the subsequent increase in the relative 
elongation. Further electrolytic hydrogen charging (more than 1 hour) leads to even more intensive surface hardening 
due to hydrogen diffusion and its molization in near-surface defects, creating additional local micro-stresses that lead 
to changes in the substructure and micro-cleavage, which causes a decrease in δ5, depending on the holding time. The 
results of the experiments show that the steel changes its mechanical properties slightly when it comes into contact with 
a corrosive medium.

When a tensile load is applied in a boiling solution of nitrates 60% Ca(NO3)2 + 5% NH4NO3 + 35% H2O at 110°C, 
a more active change in mechanical properties is observed. It is impossible to say for sure what exactly caused this 
change and whether it creates microcracks or other defects in the structure. The effect on the stressed metal of media 
that causes hydrogen cracking in combination with cathodic polarization leads to an even more dramatic change in 
mechanical properties.

3.2 Influence of the composition of the medium on the origin of microcracks

When the sample comes into contact with a corrosive medium, the surface-active elements of the medium are 
adsorbed, which initiate the process of electrochemical corrosion. Despite the lower strength in the initial state, smooth-
rolled samples at the same levels of applied stress have a lower sensitivity to cracking (Figure 8). This fact is due to 
the fact that on the surface of the sample of the periodic profile, there are stress concentrators that contribute to the 
emergence of a difference in electrode potentials and, as a consequence, the flow of anode and cathode processes. In 
this case, areas with maximum voltages having lower potentials become anodic, and areas with lower voltages become 
cathodic.

Figure 8. Effect of corrosive medium (a) and cathodic polarization (b) on the long-term strength of steel 20ГС2 (20GS2)
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When measuring the temperature dependencies of internal friction on samples subjected to pre-exposure in a 
corrosive medium for different periods of time, a change in the height of the Koester peak was observed, which was 
associated with a change in the level of micro-stresses in the surface layer of the samples.

3.2.1 Extract in a solution of nitrates

The retention of samples up to 2 hours leads to an increase in the level of micro-stresses caused by surface 
hardening in the initial period, until the formation of “ulcers”, which occurs due to the diffusion of elements of the 
medium into the metal and blocking dislocations. This period corresponds to a change in the modulus, which indicates 
that both hardening processes and processes associated with discontinuity occur on the surface. Moreover, the intensity 
of their flow depends on the temperature of the experiment. Drop in the module and increase in the low-temperature 
background characterizes the period of formation of “ulcers” on the surface. When the exposure time increases, the level 
of surface micro-stresses stabilizes, followed by a decrease, probably due to the relaxation of these micro-stresses when 
the “ulcers” are blunted and a slight surface dissolution is observed.

3.2.2 Exposure in the medium causing hydrogen charging

During the initial test period (0.5 hours), an increase in the height of the Koester peak was observed, which can 
be explained by a significant increase in micro-stresses, as well as the flow of diffusion processes and the interaction 
of hydrogen with dislocations, leading to the blocking of the latter. Further hardening occurs with less intensity and is 
observed up to 2 hours of testing. Then there is a period of softening (2...10 hours), as evidenced by the simultaneous 
decrease in the peak and modulus of elasticity as a result of the formation of defects (ulcers, pores, etc.), which over 
time can acquire the status of embryonic microcracks. Due to electrochemical dissolution, these microcracks can slowly 
spread or heal if they become blunted at the top of the crack.

Hydrogen diffusing into the metal increases the level of micro-stresses, the value of which depends on the holding 
time in a corrosive medium. The growth of micro-stresses alternates with relaxation processes occurring at the time of 
formation of submicro-cracks. Micro-stresses can reach a certain value, which depends on the intensity of hydrogen 
charging and the amount of hydrogen absorbed. Consequently, the increase in local stresses in hydrogen-containing 
media is mainly due to hydrogen charging.

3.3 Effect of residual tensile stresses on long-term strength

When working with rod metal structures made of high-strength low-alloy steels, it is necessary to take into account 
the relationship between applied and residual stresses, since it can lead to an increase or decrease in tensile stresses, i.e., 
reduce or increase the time to failure. To assess the role of residual stresses, the temperature dependences of internal 
friction of the initial dry samples subjected to pre-stretching at different stress levels with subsequent exposure were 
evaluated. The results obtained are shown in Figure 9 (a). In the initial period (holding up to 1 hour), there is a spike in 
the peak of internal friction (micro-stresses), accompanied by its further decline, which can probably be explained by 
the course of plastic acts in micro-volumes of metal caused by local overvoltage and ending in relaxation.

With increasing exposure time, there is a slow growth of micro-stresses. The change in the modulus of elasticity, 
which generally coincides with the change in the level of internal friction, suggests that as a result of fracture hardening, 
peak stresses are created, under the influence of which submicrotectures may open in the sample volume and on its 
surface, leading to its softening. When the exposure time is more than 2 hours, there is a slight change in the modulus, 
which can either increase or decrease, depending on which process prevails the formation of cracks or their healing.

The effect of local micro-stresses on the peak height when testing smooth-rolled samples made of 20ГС2 (20GS2) 
steel is shown in Figure 9 (b). in the absence of local stress concentrators on the surface, as it should be, the residual 
micro-stresses in the sample decrease during the fracture. The features of changing micro-stresses are the same as for 
samples of the periodic profile; only their levels and intensity of relaxation processes differ.
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Figure 9. Influence of the duration of exposure to air under stress on the height of the Koester peak, the modulus of elasticity
and the background W at 150°C of the periodical profile (a) and smooth-rolled rebar (b): (1) σЭ = 0.7 σB; (2) σЭ = 0.6 σB; (3) σЭ = 0.5 σB 

3.4 The combined effect of the medium and electrolytic hydrogen charging

Under the combined influence of the medium and electrolytic hydrogen charging, the process of hardening and 
softening of samples was observed with an increase in the holding time and the repeatability of these processes, but with 
a smaller voltage drop.

The accelerated flow of these processes is most likely due to the acceleration of the diffusion processes and the 
molization of hydrogen in the traps, which is expressed in a reduction in the periods of changes in micro-stresses. 
A sharp drop in the modulus of elasticity at a holding time of more than 2 hours indicates the irreversible nature of 
hydrogen cracking associated with the formation of discontinuities in the metal. However, the achieved level of micro-
stresses is not sufficient for the development of submicro-cracks and other defects from the existing discontinuities, as a 
result of which the destruction does not occur.
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3.4.1 Influence of the medium causing corrosion cracking and tensile stresses

When testing samples in a corrosive medium under stress, an intensification of corrosion processes was observed. 
At the same time, the possibility of microfractures is increased by reducing the surface energy and facilitating the 
release and discharge of dislocations to the metal surface, intensifying electrochemical processes, and diffusing elements 
of the medium that form solid corrosion products, which can create additional tensile stresses due to the wedging effect. 
All these factors in the initial period lead to surface hardening, the origin of submicro-cracks and their disclosure. The 
moment of formation of submicro-cracks is accompanied by relaxation processes that lead to a drop in local micro-
stresses and stabilization of changes in the elastic modulus.

External tensile stresses play a major role in the origin and development of a corrosive microcrack. The presence 
of a corrosive medium only contributes to faster local processes. The combined effect of external tensile stresses and 
the corrosive medium leads to an increase in the level of local micro-stresses and a reduction in the time for which these 
stresses reach a critical value, leading to the origin and further more rapid development of microcracks.

3.4.2 Influence of the medium leading to hydrogen charging and tensile stresses

Figure 10 shows the results of gas analysis of steel 20ГС2 (20GS2) samples after electrolytic hydrogen charging 
for 1.63 hours at different levels of tensile stresses. This time characterizes the stability of the samples at stresses of 
0.5 and 0.6 σВ. The amount of hydrogen extracted from samples during vacuum heating up to 850°C (curve 1), during 
vacuum melting (curve 2), and the total hydrogen content (curve 3) were measured. During the tests, samples were 
saturated with hydrogen to varying degrees at different homological stresses. The maximum saturation corresponds to 
the tests at the applied voltage level σЭ = 0.5 σВ.

Figure 10. Hydrogen content in steel 20ГС2 (20GS2) samples after hydrogen charging in aqueous solution 4.5% H2SO4 + 2.5% NH4CNS at
cathodic polarization (DК = 60 A/m2): (1) the hydrogen content in the samples during vacuum heating up to 850°C; (2) the hydrogen content

in the samples during vacuum melting; (3) the total hydrogen content in the samples

The hydrogen charging kinetics can be judged by the results of gas analysis of samples by electrolytic hydrogen 
charging under a stress of 0.6 σВ and 0.4 σВ at certain intervals. Increasing the tensile stresses and the time of electrolytic 
hydrogen charging increases the concentration of hydrogen in the samples to a certain critical level. The hydrogen 
content at the time of pre-fracture in samples tested under stress of 0.6 σВ is 22 cm3/100 g, and at 0.4 σВ-16 cm3/100 g, 
despite the fact that the duration of electrolytic saturation under a lower stress is almost twice as long. It follows from 
this that at significant tensile stresses, the defect of the structure increases, which increases the diffusion mobility of 
hydrogen, and promotes its redistribution, accumulation in local areas, and molization in micro-spaces that pass into 
microcracks. Increasing the concentration of hydrogen in front of the front of developing microcracks facilitates their 
development by strengthening the structure (micronaclep). This indicates that the criterion for destruction is not the total 
content of occluded hydrogen, but its distribution and state.

In local micro-volumes, critical stresses may occur, under the influence of which main microcracks develop. When 
the latter reach the surface, hydrogen desorption occurs and its concentration drops sharply in the zone of destruction.
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Most of the hydrogen remains in the macrodefects in a molized form and is not extracted at 850°C. The amount of 
atomic hydrogen released at this temperature (Figure 10, curve 1) is less dependent on the level of applied stresses. A 
certain part of hydrogen is captured by defects in the crystal lattice, although its content in the metal volume is almost 
constant.

In the initial period, there are small compressive stresses on the surface of the initial and enclosed samples, which 
change their magnitude and sign with increasing duration of exposure under stress. Electrolytic saturation of the sample 
with hydrogen at first reduces the tensile stresses, and then (after 1.67 hours) brings them to the maximum. A significant 
pressure of molecular hydrogen in micro volumes causes a sharp increase in tensile stresses; and stress relaxation is 
caused by the development of microcracks and their merging into main ones.

Reducing the level of tensile stresses can be achieved by desorbing hydrogen from the sample volume and 
redistributing it (equalizing the concentration by volume). To this end, a low release at 100°C for 1 hour was performed 
before each successive exposure under stress in the medium leading to hydrogen charging, which resulted in a 1.5-fold 
increase in the stability of the sample.

Judging by the height of the Koester peak and the modulus of elasticity of the initial samples, previously 
maintained under stress for a given time, local (peak) micro-stresses occur in the steel, which periodically change. Thus, 
when testing samples in a corrosive medium under stress, an intensification of corrosion processes was observed. The 
presence of a peak of internal friction indicates that during the initial period of time during hydrogen charging without 
polarization, hardening processes occur due to fracture and exposure to a corrosive medium.

While aging of the sample in a corrosive medium under tension observed shift of the maximum internal friction 
to less time that was associated with the accelerated flow of relaxation processes, thereby increasing the possibility 
of nucleation of microcracks on the surface of the metal and in the surface volume due to the reduction of the surface 
energy and facilitate the exit of dislocations on the outer surface of the metal and the inner surface of the discontinuities, 
as well as in result of intensification of electrochemical processes and diffusion of elements, forming a solid corrosion 
products, which can cause additional tensile stresses due to a wedging effect. All these factors lead to the formation and 
development of discontinuities in the sample, which is clearly seen by the change in the elastic modulus in the initial 
period.

However, a further increase in the modulus shows that submicro-cracks formed as a result of hardening caused by 
the combined action of the corrosive medium and tensile stresses do not develop, and may be prone to healing due to 
stress relaxation.

As the holding time increases to 100 hours, the level of micro-stresses increases. With a certain holding time, the 
micro-stresses can reach a value sufficient for the development of the remaining submicro-cracks (mainly in the near-
surface volume, where they are prevented from closing by hydrogen, which diffuses into these areas and as soon as they 
reach a certain size, crystallizes in them, thereby creating additional tensile stresses due to the increasing pressure of 
molecular hydrogen). This is confirmed by long-term strength tests.

3.4.3 Influence of cathodic polarization

The use of cathodic polarization makes it possible to intensify the process of hydrogen charging. Figure 11 shows 
that in this case, the tests are accompanied by a sharp decompression. The resulting microcracks reach at least critical 
sizes, after which their development proceeds spontaneously. Local stresses that occur almost instantly quickly relax 
due to the formation of a large number of submicro-cracks.

By changing the modulus of elasticity, we can conclude that the first stage (I) is the origin of microcracks. The 
second stage (II) at stresses (0.5...0.6) σВ corresponds to the development of submicro-cracks and proceeds at a lower 
rate. When the external tensile stresses increase, the duration of the stages increases. The third stage (III) corresponds 
to the rapid development of the crack due to the fusion of submicro-cracks and microcracks. The duration of this stage 
is negligible, but in these test conditions is commensurate with the time of origin and development of microcracks. This 
may be due to the fact that under these test conditions, there is a sharp reduction in the incubation period and the stage 
of development of microcracks, as well as the origin and development of many disoriented microcracks, which prevents 
them from merging into the main crack and thereby increases the pre-fracture time. Hydrogen in the process of brittle 
fracture plays the role of a catalyst for these processes, leading to a sharp decrease in the magnitude of micro-stresses 
necessary for the promotion of microcracks, thereby facilitating cracking, which is consistent with the data [17-21].
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Figure 11. Effect of exposure time in a corrosive medium under stress at DК = 60 A/m2 on the height of the Koester peak (a), the modulus of
elasticity (b) and the background internal friction (c) at 150°C: (1) σЭ = 0.7 σВ; (2) σЭ = 0.6 σВ; (3) σЭ = 0.5 σВ

4. Conclusions
1. It is found that the combined effect of tensile stresses (applied and residual) and cathodic polarization on high-

strength low-alloy steels 20ГС2 (20GS2), 35ГС (35GS) and 80С (80C) contributes to the intensification of corrosion 
processes and, as a consequence, to a decrease in long-term strength.

2. It is shown that an increase in the level of applied tensile stresses leads to a reduction in the incubation period 
of microcracks development during hydrogen cracking. It is likely that the origin and development of cracks in this 
case occurs mainly in the volume of the sample in places of localization of tensile stresses on the defective parts of the 
structure and substructure.

3. It is revealed that the long-term strength of high-strength low-alloy steels is largely determined by the relaxation 
ability of the structure. Relaxation of residual peak micro-stresses localized at grain boundaries and substructure 
boundaries reduces the sensitivity to corrosion-mechanical fracture.
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